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Short Description

Performance-PCs.com is please to introduce the Uni-sleeve Cable Series! Now you can order any of your
favorite cables for your system where every single wire in individually sleeved!

Description

Custom Sleeving Service:
There is a trend out there currently in the DIY world for some modders to require cables that have absolutely no visibility of the
ugly red, black and yellow wires commonly found in interior computer cables. At first we thought the demand was not high enough
to support the very high labor and price to produce these cables. Well, apparently there is such a demand from those modders
that have to have the absolutely best looking cables on the planet. Performance-PCs.com is please to introduce the Uni-sleeve
Cable Series! Now you can order any of your favorite cables for your system where every single wire in individually sleeved! You
can get any color sleeving, heatshrink, and connector in the cables of your choice. If you are a connoisseur of beautifully crafted
cables and superior wire management then these are the cables for you! Choose from the choice of cables below or email us if
there is something special that you require being Uni-sleeved.

You can send in a PSU or add this service to any PSU on this site. If any of you have ever attempted to do this work yourself then
you will realize that it is not that easy and requires a number of special tools. A typical tech time of labor is 20-22 hours to do a
whole PSU. We charge a very fair price of only $399.99-499.99  plus return shipping to uni-sleeve your power supply which you
can be assured will be professionally done. This not only includes the labor but, also all materials. You can have any mix of colors
not covered in the options including bi, tri and quad color schemes. You dream it .....we sleeve it!

You can also arrange to have anything sent in to our company to be sleeved in your choice of colors. This includes interior case
wiring, fans, and accessory cables. Due to the unique nature of this service you will have to contact us via email to get a quote on
the sleeve job BEFORE PURCHASING THIS. You can get more information on this by sending an email to the following address:

sales@performance-pcs.com

You can get and idea of shipping costs by calculating your shipment to the following address:

Performance PC's, Inc.
1701 Robert J. Conlin Blvd. NE
Unit #5

mailto:sales@performance-pcs.com
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Palm Bay, FL 32905

Please use email to contact us as we do not have phone support to deal with this service. After you place the order we will send
you an RMA # and confirm the shipping address. If you do not receive this RMA# in 24 business hours please follow up by sending
us an email.

Additional Information

SKU SERVICE-PSU-UNI-SLEEVE

Weight 5.0000

Sleeve Size Assorted

Heatshrink Size Assorted


